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FOSSIL Project Updates

by Sadie Mills

After six exciting and rewarding years the FOSSIL Project, in its current form, 
is coming to a close. As a National Science Foundation-funded initiative the 
project was always intended to have a limited lifespan, but we are so proud 
of all that has been accomplished in just a few years. While many project 
activities will no longer be supported after September 30th of this year, we 
are glad to announce that several FOSSIL initiatives will continue. These 
include our website, eMuseum, and mobile app, although these will largely be 
supported by the efforts of knowledgeable and dedicated volunteers. 

This summer, we celebrated FOSSIL accomplishments through a series 
of events at the 11th North American Paleontological Convention (NAPC) 
in Riverside, California. There, the FOSSIL Project helped support several 
symposia that welcomed diverse voices into the paleontological community. 
The first symposium-- Engaging Diverse Communities in Paleontology: 
Innovative educational initiatives that connect culture to natural history, 
coordinated by Gabriel-Philip Santos, Isaac Magallanes, and Sadie Mills 
--explored unique ways to use paleontological education to reach new and 
diverse audiences. A second symposium-- Two to Tango: amateur-professional 
interactions in advancing paleontological knowledge, coordinated by Jack 
Kallmeyer and Dave Meyer --focused on successful collaborations between 
amateur and professional paleontologists. Finally, FOSSIL’s own symposium-- 
Past, Present, and Future of the FOSSIL Project, coordinated by Jennifer Bauer 
–showcased FOSSIL accomplishments and future directions. 

FOSSIL sponsored nearly 50 individuals to attend this conference and share 
their experiences with social paleontology through these symposia, including 
teachers, museum educators, amateur paleontologists, and professional 
paleontologists. In this final issue of the FOSSIL Project newsletter, we deviate 
from our traditional collection of articles to bring you their perspectives 
on attending a paleontological conference and being a part of the greater 
paleontological world. To all members of FOSSIL’s community, we thank you 
for lending your support, giving your time, and sharing your expertise and 
passion for fossils with our social paleontology community. 

FOSSIL community 
members share their 
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Paleontological 
Convention

Social Paleontology and 
FOSSIL’s Contribution to 
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Kent Crippen, Lisa 
Lundgren & Richard Bex

Introducing the Curators 
of the eMuseum by Jen 
Bauer

The FOSSIL Project: 
Personal Reflections, 
Recognition, and Thanks 
by Bruce MacFadden



Riverside California NAPC Convention 2019 Encouraging progress and exciting research at NAPC

Impactful discussions about increasing diversity,
inclusion, and accessibility in paleontology
By Ian D. Browne, Ph.D. (@ian-browne)

Postdoctoral Fellow 
Department of Anatomy and Cell Biology 
Oklahoma State University, Center for Health Sciences

I have been a member of the Paleontological Society o�-and-on for the past twenty years and am sorry to say that until this year I had never attended NAPC. As
second author on a talk my supervisor had submitted, I figured this year would be no di�erent. I honestly did not know what to expect of the NAPC meeting
when Dr. Kent Smith told me I would be going in his place to talk about the work we do at Oklahoma State University to recruit and support future generations
of Native American physicians and scientists as part of the Native Explorers program. On the flight out I assumed NAPC would be no di�erent than any other
conference I have attended. I could not have been more wrong and am so glad for it. The Paleontological Society’s commitment to fostering diversity and
inclusivity in the field was absolutely palpable and felt to be light years beyond what I have observed at other meetings. This was by far the most positive
meeting experience I have had in my nearly twenty years of attending scientific meetings.

Head to http://www.nativeexplorers.org/ to learn
more about our program.

I found every talk in the “Engaging Diverse Communities in Paleontology” and “Broadening Horizons of Broader Impacts” symposia to be inspirational and
continually found myself thinking “we need to do this with Native Explorers.” It was especially heartening to see that the “Engaging Diverse Communities in
Paleontology” session was absolutely packed, standing room only. The “Exploring eLearning in the Paleosciences” symposium appealed to my work with
photogrammetry and developing digital resources for use in the lecture hall and in outreach. I was glad to see so many talks focused on developing positive
collaborations and interactions between “amateur” and “professional” paleontologists, though as was frequently pointed out the line between the groups is
now, as always, nebulous and I hesitate to use those labels.

I owe a huge debt of gratitude to the FOSSIL Project for funding my trip to NAPC. Regrettably I was only passingly familiar with the FOSSIL Project prior to NAPC.
The more I learned about the project, both before and at the meeting, the more I found I was kicking myself for not becoming involved sooner. Before returning
to graduate school I spent most of my career working in natural history museums. Direct outreach and interaction with the public have always been important
to me. So much of what the FOSSIL Project is doing dovetails with my own values and outreach goals. As the project transitions into the next phase of its
existence I hope I will be able to do my part to ensure its continued success.

Summing up, I think what struck me most about the NAPC meeting is that while other meetings make an e�ort to address some of these topics, they always
seem to be treated as subordinate to the “real science”. What was so refreshing was that the Paleontological Society clearly put these topics at the forefront. No
matter how many museum drawers we fill, or papers we publish, we must ask ourselves if we are not working to ensure that everyone who shares this passion
for fossils has the access and support they need to flourish, does any of it really matter?
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An Account of the Eleventh North American Paleontological Convention Two to Tango: NAPC and FOSSIL Project

Bringing Authentic Science to the Classroom from
NAPC
by Jennifer Broo (@jbroo)

This past summer, I had the amazing opportunity to co-present with Dr. Bruce MacFadden during the “Two to Tango: Amateur-Professional Interactions in

Advancing Paleontological Knowledge” Symposium at the 11th North American Paleontological Convention (NAPC). I have gained so much from my partnership

and work on fossils and evolution with Dr. MacFadden, most of which has directly improved the content of my teaching, and I was beyond excited to share that

experience with others. Although I have been to several education conference, this was my first professional paleontology conference. Su�ice it to say, I enjoyed

every minute of it. The plenary sessions were outright inspiring with how they emphasized the importance of science in today’s world. The other scientific talks

were both informative and interesting, and they allowed me to expand my knowledge of paleontology. I also had the opportunity to visit the La Brea Tar Pits and

the Alf Museum.

This was one of the most enriching professional developmental experiences I have ever had. Not only was it mind-blowing to see all the amazing research and

discoveries first hand, but I also had the opportunity to network with a wide variety of people, from members of the Dry Dredgers to professional

paleontologists. Being a teacher can be an admittedly isolating experience; while I love the profession, there can be days where I find myself starved for adult

and professional contact. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that I teach at a small school where I am the only AP Biology teacher. The dinner functions and

social events allowed me to interact with some truly fascinating individuals. I lost count of the number of amazing, academic conversations that not only

advanced my knowledge of paleontology but also my knowledge of the scientific work going on out in the “real world” (beyond the classroom walls). Today’s

students crave authenticity, more so than previous generations I have taught, and my interactions with scientists at NAPC enable me to bring that authenticity

to the classroom and enrich their science education. As a result of the NAPC conference, I return to the classroom energized and inspired to be an even better

teacher.

Jennifer Broo presents in the Two to Tango symposium at NAPC 2019.
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Networking at NAPC
by Gloria Carr (@gloria-carr)

I had a great time at NAPC, I learned a lot and it was really great meeting with the Dry Dredgers. My club, the North American Research Group (NARG), is much

younger and it was really good to see what we could become a�er fi�y years or so, Cincinnati is really showing what amateur/professional partnerships should

be! I’m very excited about MyFOSSIL and I feel it is becoming a GREAT resource already. This is such an exciting time to be in paleontology, even as an amateur. It

was so inspiring to see what everyone else has done. I hope in the future I will be able to contribute more. As a result of this conference I’ve joined the

Paleontological Society and I’m looking forward to networking more.

Group photo a�er the FOSSIL symposium.
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Figure 3. Jack and Tom on the walk in to the
conference.

An Account of the Eleventh North American
Paleontological Convention
by Kyle Hartshorn (@kyle-hartshorn)

Planning

Conferences require thoughtful preparation. Months before the event, flights must be booked, lodging must be arranged, and formal registration must be
submitted and paid for.  If one intends to present a talk or poster, an abstract must be provided as well. Closer to the conference, one must also prepare the
presentation or poster itself and, ideally, rehearse until one is full of confidence and not a lurking fear of everlasting shame.  

Such were my presentations for the great North American Paleontological Convention of 2019.  Having attended the previous NAPC in Gainesville, Florida back
in February 2014, as well as many Geological Society of America meetings, I knew what to expect and preparations were made in due course. This time, I hoped,
snowstorms would not delay my flight and cause me to miss half the conference!

 

Saturday, June 22, 2019: The Arrival 

Awakening at 5:00am, I met my fellow Dry Dredgers at the Cincinnati airport: Tom Bantel, Bill Heimbrock, and Jack Kallmeyer (Figure 1). Security was overcome
with minimal fuss and we were soon joined by Brenda Hunda and Jessica Kastigar of the Cincinnati Museum Center and Journal of Paleontology editorial board.
As is typical, the Queen City would be well represented at the conference, with over a dozen current or former Cincinnatians in attendance.   

Our flights were uneventful, disregarding a tight connection in Dallas-Fort Worth. In accordance with my first maxim of air travel—always get a window seat—I
kept a close eye on our progress and the desert landscape below. My seat provided a good view of the mysterious Salton Sea and the peaks of the San Jacinto
Mountains as we descended into the San Bernardino valley (Figure 2).  

Figure 1. Le� to right: Tom Bantel, Bill
Heimbrock, Jack Kallmeyer.

Figure 2. View of Mt. San Jacinto on the flight to
California.

Once on the ground in Ontario, a shuttle, helpfully prearranged by Jen Bauer and Sadie Mills of the FOSSIL Project, delivered us to the dormitories of UC
Riverside. Establishing ourselves therein, we soon ventured out to explore the campus, familiarise ourselves with the local customs, and forage for food. Despite
discovering an impressive selection of on-campus citrus trees, the later excursion was of little success and our famished party retired to the dormatorial
convenience store to obtain supplies.

Our spirits restored, Bantel and I made directly for the UC Riverside Botanic Gardens, a noted local attraction of scientific and aesthetic interest. The gardens
were well attended with both people and plants. The sections we visited were dominated by cacti, yucca, aloe, and other succulent plants, all novel flora to
those of us more accustomed to the grasslands and forests of Ohio. Indeed, the landscaping of the UC Riverside campus was botanically interesting to a
Midwesterner unused to the shocking purple of the jacaranda or the painterly bark of the eucalyptus. Some areas had still more exotic flora, such as cycads and
thorny ceiba trees from Central America.  

We then returned to the dorms, where the convention coordinators had thrown a party with local pizza and beverages, providing an opportunity to relax and
mingle with friends and colleagues who I had not seen for months or more. As the party wound down, I again wandered o� to explore the campus in the setting
sun, before returning to the dorms for much-needed sleep.

 

Sunday, June 23, 2019: NAPC Day 1 – So It Begins

Jetlag can be useful, in certain situations. Given that 5:00am in California is equivalent to 8:00am in Ohio,
an Ohioan getting up at their traditional hour in California can be up before dawn without being much
more tired than usual. Our contingent used this to our advantage, getting up early and making our way
across campus to see the buildings where the convention would be held (Figure 3). 

Having confidence that we now knew where we were going, we then returned to the dorms and soon the
dining hall, for a hearty and welcome breakfast. Ready for some paleontology, we joined throngs of other
attendees at the plenary session and then the standard technical sessions. Standout talks included
several on Cambrian lagerstätten, taphonomy, and Paleozoic extinctions.  The food was also notably
delicious, though the lines were notably long. A Mariachi band provided entertainment during a dinner
of tacos.  

The better part of my evening was spent assisting Ben Dattilo (Purdue University Fort Wayne) make final
preparations for a talk he was scheduled to give the next day, removing or reorganizing slides provided
by Carl Brett (University of Cincinnati).  This preparation session was made somewhat more exciting



Figure 4. Natural History Museum of
Los Angelos County Collections

when we encountered a black widow spider hanging midair in the breezeway leading to our dorms. However, the PowerPoint was completed without issue. I
also made some contributions to my own presentation, which was scheduled for Thursday but had to be delivered on Tuesday, prior to the Wednesday field trip.

 

Monday, June 24, 2019: NAPC Day 2 – More Paleontology

The second day of the conference proceeded much like the first, although early morning exploration was replaced with last minute PowerPoint preparation of
my own. I tweaked some text, added a few more pictures, and finalized the presentation just a�er breakfast. The file was loaded on a USB storage stick and later
loaded onto the conference laptops. Preparations were complete and now it was time to enjoy the sessions. 

Noteworthy presentations include Ben’s talk on Cincinnatian stratigraphy, a discussion of the sequence stratigraphy of continental systems by Steven Holland
(University of Georgia), and various presentations about paleontology on public lands. 

Dinner comprised a sumptuous bu�et. A rather lengthy ra�le provided the evening’s entertainment.  Regrettably, I did not win anything.

 

Tuesday, June 25, 2019: NAPC Day 3 – Field Trip to Palos Verdes

The mid-meeting field trip was a highlight of the convention.  Participants had several options, including trips to the
La Brea Tar Pits, Crystal Cove, and the Palos Verdes peninsula. I chose the latter, as I had already been to all three
localities during my past trips to the Los Angeles basin, but thought Palos Verdes would be the most interesting to
revisit.  

The morning was foggy as we boarded a large tour bus and made our way through Los Angeles tra�ic to our first
destination: a nondescript Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County storage warehouse. Inside, curator Austin
Hendy and his colleagues regaled us with the history of the collections, showed us examples of Cenozoic fossils we
might find later in the day (Figure 4), and allowed us to peruse the cabinets.  Amusingly, I discovered a number of
drawers full of Cincinnatian fossils, many from familiar localities.

A�er our quick tour of the collections, we set o� for the Palos Verdes peninsula, a large hill situated south of Los
Angeles proper, near the port of Long Beach.  We spent the rest of the day at a series of localities on Palos Verdes,
including sea cli�s (Figure 5), foggy hill cuts (Figure 6), and a very unassuming roadcut (Figure 7).  Pliocene or
Pleistocene collections were possible at all of these sites, though success was variable. My most interesting find was a
tiny fossil sand dollar, about 1cm in diameter (a sand dime?), which I immediately gave to James Nebelsik (University
of Tübingen), who has done extensive research on clypeasterids and other echinoids.  

 

Figure 5. Palos Verdes cli�s.

Figure 6. Palos Verdes fog.

Figure 7. Palos Verdes roadcut

 

We returned to campus late in the a�ernoon. Our driver expertly navigating the treacherous Los Angeles tra�ic and we arrived in time to join the rest of the
conference participants at a grillout.  

 

Wednesday, June 26, 2019: NAPC Day 4 – Presentation Day

For those giving an oral presentation, a conference is o�en divided into two distinct epochs: before the presentation and a�er the presentation. The former has
some degree of stress and anxiety. The latter is more leisurely and laid back. Thus I approached the time of my talk, a part of a broader section on amateur-
professional collaboration cleverly named “Two to Tango”.  My talk was entitled “Roadcuts A�er Dark: Adventures in Avocational Stratigraphy on the Cincinnati
Arch” (Figure 8) and summarized the stratigraphy research that I have conducted with Carl Brett for the past six or so years. (For those unaware, the title is a
joking reference to Dr. Brett’s propensity to spend a great deal of time at interesting outcrops, even a�er the sun has set.)

Figure 8. My title slide, Roadcuts A�er Dark.
Figure 9. Banquet seating.

Presentations are typically 12-15 minutes long, with a few minutes for questions if they are on the lower end of that range. Although that sounds like a decent
amount of time, it flies past quite quickly when one’s brain is on autopilot giving the talk. Fortunately, my presentation went smoothly, coming in under the
allotted time and with laughs at the desired jokes. A�erwards, several people told me they enjoyed the presentation, which is always upli�ing to hear.  



NAPC 2019 Landing Page Bringing Authentic Science to the Classroom from NAPC

The culminating event of the day, perhaps even the conference, was an evening banquet held outdoors beneath a grove of trees and strands of lights (Figure 9). 
John Williams’ majestic themes from Jurassic Park provided topical background music. Seated with friends from the University of Cincinnati, we enjoyed the
great food and drink. The night ended with lively dancing, perhaps an attempt to rival similar festivities at Society of Vertebrate Paleontology meetings.

 

Thursday, June 27, 2019: NAPC Day 5 – The End

Conferences o�en trail o� during the last day or two. Some participants have already le�, and sessions are typically shorter and less attended. So was the case
with NAPC. The final day had several key sessions: a session on the FOSSIL Project in the morning and a session on the Great Ordovician Biodiversification Event
in the a�ernoon. But otherwise I spent the day chatting with friends and wandering around campus one last time. Following a closing party outside the geology
building, I made my way to the top of a small hill south of campus, which turned out to provide an amazing view of the setting sun sinking into the valley and
behind the mountains (Figure 10).  A fitting end to a very enjoyable convention. 

Figure 10. Riverside sunset

 

Friday, June 28, 2019: San Bernardino Mountains

I chose to remain in California for several days a�er the conference to see more of the region.  Hitching a ride with my Dry Dredger compatriots to the Ontario
airport, I procured a rental car and struck out east, intent on geological sightseeing from San Bernardino to Los Angeles. I drove back west through the San
Bernardino Mountains, visited the Raymond M. Alf Museum of Paleontology, spent some time in Angeles National Forest, and ended the day at Gri�ith
Observatory, where the observation deck provided great views of both the city of Los Angeles and (through a telescope) Jupiter and several of its more
prominent moons.

 

Saturday, June 29, 2019: Malibu

I spent Saturday along the coast, visiting Venice Beach, the Santa Monica palisades, and a variety of beaches near Malibu. I assume that most paleontologists
enjoy beachcombing; I certainly do. Surprisingly large purple sea hares, a type of sea slug, were a highlight at Topanga Beach. Growing to rival the size and
weight of a true rabbit, several of these huge blobby mollusks were washed among the wrack line.  

As temperatures climbed at mid-day, I visited the scenic Getty Villa and its spectacular collection of Roman, Greek, and related artifacts. Then I made my way up
into the Santa Monica Mountains and west to Point Mugu in time for a colorful coastal sunset.  

 

Sunday, June 30, 2019: The Return 

My final day in California comprised some minor sightseeing at a few local parks and a sudden flat tire on a highway right in the middle of the Inglewood oil
fields. Fortunately, I was able to replace the tire and limp back to the rental car center in time to catch my flight. The return journey to Cincinnati was
straightforward. No snowstorms this NAPC. 
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(Micro)Fossil Bonanza at NAPC 2019! Reflections on NAPC 2019: A New Perspective

Cooperation between amateur and professional
paleontologists at NAPC
by Bill Heim (@bill-heim)

Even though my presentation was only about 5 minutes long, I found the entire conference not only informative but entertaining as well.  I attended many of the
presentations.  I also spent a lot of time with the posters, talking with the presenters about their research.  In the majority of both cases, I usually had little
background knowledge of the subjects.  This opened up new areas of interest to me and even gave me ideas about my own chosen area of study.
I found that one of most useful subject areas was the FOSSIL presentations.  It is heartwarming to finally see the walls between the amateurs and professionals
start to come down. Too o�en in the past there was suspicion and sometimes hostility between the two groups. Cooperation will benefit both groups.  Amateurs
will become more professional in their approach and professionals will have access to material they would previously not see.  A win-win for both groups.
Given the opportunity, I would gladly attend another such conference.

Bill Heim presenting during the FOSSIL Symposium on successful collaborations between professional and
amateur paleontologists. Photo by Sadie Mills.
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My title slide for my presentation at NAPC. Photo
credit: Linda McCall

NAPC Experience as an Educator Opportunities for New Collaborations with Professional and Avocational
Paleontologists at NAPC

NAPC Embraces Amateur Paleontology
by Bill Heimbrock, Cincinnati Dry Dredgers (@bheimbrock)

Amateur paleontologists are welcome and encouraged to give talks at the North American Paleontological Convention. NAPC is held every 4 or 5 years. I’ve been
attending them since it was hosted in Cincinnati, Ohio in 2009. So this one is my third NAPC attending as an amateur paleontologist and the first time I’ve given a
talk. I have been to other paleo conferences as well. They all have basically the same format: technical sessions, poster sessions, society meetings, field trips,
exhibits, social gatherings and other events.

One of the most striking aspects of these conferences is the technical sessions. Almost every attending
researcher gets their 15 minutes of fame, quite literally, to describe their current project before an
audience of peers who are roaming from conference room to conference room, picking the talks they
want to see from a thick program guide. This goes on usually for about 4 days. Many of these presenters
talk really fast and show slides filled with charts of crunched data, cross-sectioning obscure variables.
Others give insightful perspectives at a digestible and enjoyable pace and still seem to fit within their 15
minute allotment.

I prefer NAPC because this conference embraces amateurs and students in the field of paleontology.  This
spirit of inclusiveness allows the science of paleontology to tap into new methods from diverse minds,
cultures and disciplines.  So you may imagine that I was excited when I was asked by our Dry Dredgers
club president, Jack Kallmeyer, to speak at his and Dr. Dave Meyer’s symposium on
amateur/professional collaborations at NAPC 2019. This “technical session” did not need to be
particularly technical. I would be able to provide my experiences in collaborating with professional

paleontologists while having a chance to describe my ongoing paleo research. A professional might take an interest in my ongoing research and we can begin a
new collaboration.

I didn’t spawn any new collaborations. But I gained some experience with these technical sessions that might help you with your first talk at NAPC.

1. While amateurs are welcome to give technical talks, be sure to choose an appropriate symposium or topical session and stay within their topic.
2. If you’ve been given 15 minutes to talk, try to keep your talk to 12 minutes so there is time for questions. I rehearsed mine at 13 minutes and it

turned out to be 14 minutes when I gave it. The next speaker will begin exactly 15 minutes a�er yours starts so make sure your talk is well under 15
minutes.

3. Your abstract is due at least 3 months before your talk, so get started early. The abstract is important because it is permanently archived while the
talk itself will only be seen by those in your audience. Your abstract can be much longer than a journal paper abstract and can say almost
everything that your talk does. Do a good job with it. Your title is the most important part because most conference attendees will decide to see
your talk based solely on the title.

4. If you were thinking of giving two talks at NAPC, think again. You only get one technical session as the presenter. You can be a co-author on
another or do a poster. There are still plenty of options.

Most of all, HAVE  FUN. You are among friends at NAPC.

The take home messages from my talk. Photo credit: Dr. Michael Vendrasco
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Bringing Authentic Science to the Classroom from NAPC NAPC Experience as an Educator

Two to Tango: NAPC and FOSSIL Project

by Jack Kallmeyer (@jkallmeyer)

On June 22 through June 28 I was able to attend the NAPC 2019 conference in Riverside, California thanks to support from the FOSSIL Project. My involvement
with NAPC was twofold: organizer Nigel Hughes asked me to chair a symposium illustrating Amateur/Professional collaboration and I was also involved as a
presenter in the FOSSIL Project session.

Mid-conference field trip to the La Brea Tar Pits.
Photo taken by Tom Bantel.

Evening dinner at the student union. Photo by Tom
Bantel.

Mid-conference field trip to the Raymond Alf
Museum of Paleontology. Photo by Tom Bantel.

My theme session titled, “Two to tango: amateur-professional interactions in advancing paleontological knowledge,” was co-chaired by Professor Emeritus
David Meyer from the University of Cincinnati.  One of my tasks was to invite both amateurs and professionals to be presenters.  Naturally, I asked a number of
people from my Dry Dredgers organization but thanks to the FOSSIL Project, I was able to enlist aid from the many contacts I have made through my association
with this group.  My FOSSIL Project friends also suggested people outside of my list whom I had not previously known.  Filling our session would have been
much more di�icult had it not been for my contacts within FOSSIL. Because of these connections, our symposium extended beyond the original estimated half
day into the a�ernoon.  FOSSIL had had a similar symposium at the regional GSA in Pittsburgh in 2017 and we were mostly presenting to our own core group.  At
NAPC, however, we had upwards of 60 people in attendance at many presentations.  NAPC organizer Nigel Hughes even mentioned our symposium in his
opening remarks at the welcoming session for the entire conference.

One of the nicest things about NAPC and the FOSSIL Project connection was getting to see so many people again whom I had met through FOSSIL over the
years.

Being involved with the FOSSIL Project since its beginnings has given me the confidence to do both poster sessions and oral presentations at professional
conferences.

 

Kyle Hartshorn presenting in my session. Photo by
Sarah She�ield.

Lee Cone and I chatting at the
auction event. Photo by Linda

McCall.

Ben Dattilo pointing at Dry Dredgers during his talk
(not in my session). Photo by me.
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What are conferences and why is NAPC di�erent? NAPC Experience

Attending the NAPC with the FOSSIL Project

By Jayson Kowinsky (@jayson-kowinsky)

The Fossil Project invited me to participate in a panel discussion at one of their symposiums at the North American Paleontological Convention (NAPC) in
Riverside California.  The NAPC is a power packed conference chalk full of paleontology sessions, presentations, and posters that is hosted every 4 to 5 years.  It’s
a week where one eats, breathes, and sleeps paleontology!

The FOSSIL Project arranged for a few sessions of amateur paleontologists to discuss and highlight the importance of amateurs in the field of paleontology and
also to discuss the goals and accomplishments of The FOSSIL Project.

Before attending the conference, I decided, with some other FOSSIL Project friends, to go a few days early and visit Ernst quarries in Bakersfield (Sharktooth Hill
Area) for a chance at finding Miocene marine fossils from the Temblor formation, which include sharks and cetaceans.

Jayson Kowinsky, Lee Cone, and Tara Lepore on the
discussion panel for The FOSSIL Project. Photo by

Sadie Mills.

C. hastalis shark tooth from Sharktooth Hill
Discussing how to use myFOSSIL for Avocational

Contributions. Photo by Sadie Mills.

A�er the pre-trip to Bakersfield we drove down to Riverside for the NAPC kicko� and to meet up with other FOSSIL people that had just arrived.   The convention
was very well organized and also very busy!

There were many symposiums going on concurrently and it was hard to pick which ones to go to and which ones to miss.   All of The FOSSIL Project sessions
were wonderful and informative, including symposium 36 run by Jen Bauer, which I participated in.   The NAPC was also a great place to meet new
paleontologists and reconnect with past acquaintances.

Finally, a�er the NAPC conference, I stayed a few extra days to checkout out the museums around LA, including, a hidden gem called the Alf Museum, the
famous La Brea Tar Pits, and the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County with its stunning dinosaurs.

Looking at the collections in the Alf Museum – An excavation at a tar pit in La Brea – The articulated juvenile
Edmontosaurus (LACM 23504) displayed in the NHM of Los Angeles County.

A BIG thanks goes out to The Fossil Project for setting up the sessions, logistics, and inviting the many amateurs to speak at NAPC 2019!
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UF graduate student presents final research results at NAPC Cooperation between amateur and professional paleontologists at NAPC

(Micro)Fossil Bonanza at NAPC 2019!
by Adriane Lam (@adriane-lam)

Vertebrates: let’s face it, they tend to steal the show when it comes to paleontology. They’ve enraptured the imaginations of children and adults for decades with

their large teeth, ferocious portrayals, and dramatic dioramas featured in many a museum. Regardless of having a much less complete fossil record than

invertebrates or microfossils, vertebrate fossils have a huge following at conferences, on social media, and in the entertainment industry. At NAPC, I was thrilled

to find this common theme becoming, well, more uncommon! My experience at NAPC was littered with intense talks, posters, and discussions on invertebrate

evolutionary patterns, conservation practices gleamed from the fossil record, and using the fossil record to tell time. Most importantly, there were TONS of data

sets using microfossils to answer regional and large-scale macro- and microevolutionary questions through geologic time. I myself am a microfossil

paleontologist and was thrilled to learn what new projects my friends, collaborators, and colleagues were up to.

Adriane discussing how planktic foraminifera are used to tell time in the sedimentary record at the educators

workshop.

Through generous funds from the FOSSIL Project, I was able to connect with people I had only interacted with on social media platforms, meet new friends and

collaborators, and touch base with current collaborators. I gave two presentation at NAPC: the first was a poster presentation of my dissertation chapters on

planktic foraminiferal biogeography and received wonderful encouragement and feedback from other scientists in my field. The second was a talk in an

educational session on how my and my colleague’s education website, specifically posts written by avocational scientists, reaches a global audience. This latter

presentation was given in the Two to Tango session, and as I watched the talks, I was amazed at all the great science avocational paleontologists are up to! But

one of the coolest things I participated in at NAPC was the K-12 Teacher STEM Workshop. I gave an overview of foraminifera to the teachers, where I waxed and

waned about the beauty and utility of the calcareous tests created by single-celled protists. My colleague and collaborator, Jen Bauer, then showed the teachers

how they could use 3D scans of foraminifera in the classroom to teach students about evolution and paleoceanography. My time at NAPC was amazing, and I

owe this experience to the FOSSIL Project; so thank you to all who made my trip possible, and for letting me bring the plankton power to the educator’s

workshop!
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Citizen Scientist attends 11th North American
Paleontological Convention
by Cindy Lockner (@cindy-lockner)

Wonder what it’s like to be around hundreds of paleontologists from all over the world? I had the pleasure of finding out by attending the 11  North American
Paleontological Convention in Riverside, CA.  I am so thankful that I was asked by FOSSIL to represent a citizen scientist’s point of view in amateur-professional
interactions in advancing paleontological knowledge, and experiences in working with the FOSSIL community.

This event was incredible. The welcome session was inspiring, and the symposiums were very informative. As you may know, I love dinosaurs, so I really enjoyed
the symposium titled The Evolutionary Transition from Non-Avian Dinosaurs to Birds.  It was exciting to see information and research on this subject matter, and
yet there is so much more to discover – how exciting for future scientists.

Determining the ancestral integumentary state in
Dinosauria by T Holtz. Image taken by Cindy

Lockner.

Spinal nerves, the immune system and evolution of
the avian tail by Dana Rashid. Image taken by Cindy

Lockner.

Illuminating the Evolution of Birds Using Laser-
Stimulated Fluorescence Imaging by M Pittman.

Image taken by Cindy Lockner. An all female Mariachi band at dinner – they were
awesome! Image taken by Cindy Lockner.

What really impressed me was that I felt welcomed by every professional that I met, and I was very pleased to see so many female professionals. The speakers,
paleontologists I met at lunch and dinner, and of course members from the FOSSIL community; all willing to share their knowledge and experiences with me.
This event was definitely educational, but it was also more than that. It was about fostering relationships and inclusiveness. Isn’t that when we are at our
greatest – when we work together and share information for a common cause? To paraphrase an African proverb by one of the opening speakers, “If you want to
go fast, go alone, if you want to go far, go with others”.

FOSSIL has helped to build collaboration and camaraderie between the professional and amateur communities, sharing research and helping to educate and
participate at outreach events, resulting in a synergy that will help paleontology grow well into to the future.

A special “thank you” to Dr. Bruce MacFadden, Jeanette Pirlo, Sadie Mills, Eleanor Gardner, Jennifer Bauer, and FOSSIL for the opportunity to be a part of this
event.

Cindy presenting her talk during the
FOSSIL Symposium. Image taken by

Sadie Mills.

Cindy discussing the aspects of being a citizen
scientist in the world of paleontology. Image taken

by Sadie Mills.
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Graduate Student Reflection of NAPC NAPC and a Family of Paleontologists

Journey to the Center of myFOSSIL: One Graduate

Student’s Perspective

By Lisa Lundgren (@llundgren)

NAPC 2019 was the culmination of all my experiences with the FOSSIL Project. At NAPC 2014, I started as Lisa Lundgren, a project assistant with the FOSSIL

Project. At that time, I had no idea that the FOSSIL project would be a pillar of my life for the next five years. I knew the project was the start of something huge:

studying the collaboration and learning of paleontologists from across the continuum of expertise (amateurs! Museum paleontologists! Fossil prep lab

volunteers! Grad students!), but I was an absolute novice in regards to all things paleontology. 

At NAPC 2014,  started live tweeting talks using the FOSSIL project’s twitter handle (@projectFOSSIL), which I have since used as a technique to summarize every

conference I’ve attended since. I emailed people setting up their reimbursements, which helped me gain a sense of the community involved in paleontology. I

furiously took notes, which the FOSSIL project research team used to find pathways forward for our research. 

At NAPC 2019, I was Dr. Lisa Lundgren, who had just finished her doctoral dissertation which was funded by the FOSSIL Project. I was still live tweeting, but

instead of taking notes in the audience, I presented alongside previous FOSSIL project coordinators, describing how the FOSSIL project centered social media to

engage with the paleontological community as well as presented findings from my dissertation, which looked learning on the myFOSSIL website. I listened to

presentations by paleontologists across the continuum of expertise whose myFOSSIL website postings I had read and who I had connected with over the past

five years. At NAPC 2019, I felt like I was a part of the paleontological community, which was diverse, welcoming, and chock-full of expertise. I’m so grateful that I

was able to be a part of it!

I was also fortunate to meet up with some of my online collaborators in person!
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Citizen Scientist attends 11th North American Paleontological Convention (Micro)Fossil Bonanza at NAPC 2019!

UF graduate student presents �nal research results at
NAPC
by Isaac Magallanes (@imagallanes)

My experience at NAPC 2019 was extremely positive and enriching. As a native southern Californian, I was looking forward to returning to my home state for the
summer to present my master’s research which I had just finished defending about 2 weeks prior. On June 27, I gave a presentation titled “Stable carbon and
oxygen isotopes provide new insights on climate and paleoecology during the Miocene of northern New Mexico” that summarized the findings of my master’s
thesis research.

Isaac explaining the di�erent photosynthetic pathways that plants use during cellular respiration and the factors that influence this
process during his research presentation.

In addition, I also participated as a moderator for the symposium titled “Engaging Diverse Communities in Paleontology: Innovative educational initiatives that
connect culture to natural history” alongside my fellow colleagues and FOSSIL project members Sadie Mills and Gabriel Santos. In this symposium, I saw many
amazing education and outreach projects and initiatives that le� me feeling encouraged and excited for the future of our field. There was a true feeling of
community and camaraderie amongst all who attended and showed their support for not only the projects but the presenters and their vision.

As both a graduate student at the University of Florida and member of the FOSSIL project I received funding that gave me the opportunity to attend NAPC 2019.
Having now graduated with my Masters I am thankful for having had the support from both the project and my fellow members throughout my time at UF.
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Presenting in the Two to Tango session. Photo by

Sadie Mills.

NAPC Experience Impactful discussions about increasing diversity, inclusion, and accessibility in

paleontology

Riverside California NAPC Convention 2019
By Linda McCall (@lmccall)

It was especially meaningful for me to attend the 50  Anniversary North American Paleontological Convention (NAPC) in Riverside, CA June 23-27 as a guest of

the myFOSSIL Project.

These conventions are held every 5 years and I had attended the previous one in 2014 in Gainesville, FL at the kick-o� of the myFOSSIL Project, so it was

especially poignant for me to be attending this one at the Project’s close.

I am no stranger to working with professionals and presenting at paleontological conventions but I have  learned a lot in the ensuing years since the FOSSIL

Project’s inception, becoming even more aware of the vast variety of opportunities that exist to interact with the broader professional community in a

meaningful way.  The FOSSIL Project has also been invaluable in helping me connect with other amateur/avocational paleontologists from all across the

country.  These are friendships that will last for the rest of my life and I am deeply indebted to the project for facilitating those introductions.

As an active advocate for advancing the collaboration between the non-professional and the

professionals sides of paleontology, this convention was particularly noteworthy in that for the first time

ever (that I am aware of), an entire session was created by, dedicated to, and run by Amateur/avocational

paleontologists.  O�ered by the Dry Dredger Fossil Club from Ohio: Symposium 32: Two to Tango:

amateur-professional interactions in advancing paleontological knowledge.  The session was chaired by

Dry Dredger and Paleontological Society Strimple Award Winner Jack Kallmeyer and Dr. David Meyer. 

There were 18 presentations – all well attended, some talks with over 60 in the audience.

It was an honor to be a part of this inaugural foray of the amateur/avocational community into the world

of professionalism and I hope it will continue and serve as a model for future sessions to draw on.  The

myFOSSIL Project and the NAPC Convention have enriched my life and I will be forever grateful for the

lessons learned.
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Opportunities for New Collaborations with Professional and Avocational
Paleontologists at NAPC

Journey to the Center of myFOSSIL: One Graduate Student’s Perspective

Graduate Student Re�ection of NAPC
by Victor Perez (@vperez)

I had the privilege to present at the 2019 NAPC conference on public-professional collaborations in paleontology research. My presentation was one among
many funded by the FOSSIL Project and highlighted the role the public has played in my own personal research, while o�ering suggestions for how the
myFOSSIL website could facilitate similar collaborations for others. I was thrilled to hear so many others sharing similar experiences of successful partnerships
between the public and professionals. The conference provided a great platform for networking and meeting new like-minded people.

 

Presenting my talk at NAPC in Jack Kallmeyer’s
session. Photo by Sadie Mills.

Presenting my talk at NAPC in Jack Kallmeyer’s
session. Photo by Sadie Mills.

 

In fact, one of the conversations that began at NAPC is now leading to a new research project to describe a new species of fossil dogfish from California. Perhaps
the greatest takeaway from the entire conference was the sense of community that has been built by the FOSSIL Project. As funding for the FOSSIL Project is
ending, I found hope from conversations at NAPC that the community will come together to help sustain the mission of the FOSSIL Project and continue to
expand this community to others that share a love for paleontology!

Collecting at Shark Tooth Hill in
Bakersfield, CA with Lee Cone and

Jayson Kowinsky prior to NAPC. Photo
by Victor Perez.

Sadie Mills sharing accomplishments of the FOSSIL
Project at NAPC. Photo by Victor Perez. Lee Cone presenting to a captivated

audience at NAPC. Photo by Victor
Perez.
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NAPC and a Family of Paleontologists
by Jeanette Pirlo (@jeanette-pirlo)

I can say with full confidence that the North American Paleontological Convention at UC Riverside is hands down my favorite conference that I’ve attended. Now
that’s saying a lot as I’ve been lucky and have attended quite a few conferences in my short time with the FOSSIL Project.  What made NAPC so special was that it
felt like I was at home, and by home, I mean the paleontology range at UF.  Unlike GSA, which is massive, and SVP, which is hyper-specialized, NAPC incorporated
all of paleontology, from plants to invertebrates to vertebrates, and so much more.

It was also wonderful seeing the interactions of the attendees, those that don’t o�en see each other at conferences because of di�erent specialties, but also
those that only get to catch up during conferences.  The sense of family was prevalent through the conference. All of the participants were welcoming and
approachable, so much so that I felt brave enough to introduce myself (for the second time a�er a disastrous first attempt) to one of my she-roes, Dr. Kay
Behrensmeyer. Luckily, this second introduction went better than I could have hoped, and we discussed my PhD project at length.

Another important aspect about NAPC was that all of the talks were easy to understand, and I did not feel out of place attending talks about topics I knew very
little about.  The only negative thing I can say about the talks is that many of the ones of was interested in overlapped with other interesting talks (the best kind
of problem you can have really).

Apart from attending talks, I was involved with the conference is several manners.  I helped facilitate a workshop for K-12 educators focusing on digital resources
to teach paleontological topics.  This workshop was co-hosted by the FOSSIL Project and iDigBio. Each one of our speakers prepared their talks to include
hands-on activities for our participants.  Participating educators went home with a wealth of resources that they can now incorporate into their lessons.  I also
gave a talk on the importance of our volunteer program at the Montbrook Dig Site.  I gave this talk during a session focused on the important contributions that
amateur and avocational paleontologists have made for the field.  Unlike research project presentations, this talk was incredibly rewarding because I had a
chance to thank our volunteers in a public manner, and show o� the hard work that they have put in to the project.  I also participated in the FOSSIL Symposium
towards the end of the conference.  This was a chance for us as a project to discuss what we had accomplished since the beginning of the project and to invite
the greater community to join us.  I greatly enjoyed sharing how the FOSSIL Project has enhanced my understanding of paleontology, as well as the
opportunities and experiences I have garnered from my time with the project.

Perhaps the most inspirational portion of the conference was hearing from other non-professional paleontologists.  Hearing their stories, contributions, and
experiences through both the FOSSIL Project, but other projects across the country, reinforced my beliefs that we must continue collaborating with the
avocational and educational communities.

Another fantastic involvement was a last-minute assignment by my advisor.  I was tasked with speaking to the other attending graduate students and inquiring
what types of professional development the Paleontological Society (PS) could host for them.  It was clear that my colleagues appreciated being heard and have
their ideas validated as important.  Top among the requests for training included science communication, jobs outside of academia, as well as how to give an
e�ective elevator speech and writing fundable grants. All of the ideas provided during this session were provided to the PS, and I look forward to the activities
they hold to support the next generation of professionals.

All in all, I cannot wait until the next NAPC meeting!

The Florida Museum of Natural History group at the NAPC evening banquet.



Two to Tango: NAPC and FOSSIL Project NAPC Embraces Amateur Paleontology

NAPC Experience as an Educator
by Denise Porcello (@denise-porcello)

As an elementary teacher, I was honored to attend NAPC, to speak of my involvement with the Fossil Project. During the week, I got a glimpse of the life of a
paleontologist beyond the field. The paleontologists welcomed me in to their community, and patiently answered all of my questions. The sessions that I
attended reignited my passion for science and le� me in awe of the paleontologists- both professional and amateur. 

 

University of California Riverside
campus. Image by Denise Porcello

Behind the Scenes Tour at the LaBrea
Tar Pits. Image by Denise Porcello

 

Midweek, I attended a field trip to the LaBrea Tar Pits and the Alf Museum. There is no substitution for place-based education. I le� with a much better
understanding of the time period, and the processes involved in trapping and preserving these ice age animals. The Alf Museum, with its world-class displays,
and opportunities for learning, sets a unique example of experiential learning, allowing its students to make and report on real paleontological discoveries. 

This was my first opportunity in my career to present professionally and the thought of doing so caused much anxiety. However, through the week I was
encouraged by the authentic warmth and sincerity of the participants I met- which helped me to overcome my fear of public speaking while looking out at an
impressive sea of faces: PhDs, PhD candidates, “amateurs” (in quotations because their knowledge is in no way at the amateur level!), museum directors, higher
level teachers and international paleontologists. These scientists were genuinely interested in my experiences in the classroom and I enjoyed sharing my
expected, and unexpected, outcomes of my involvement with the FOSSIL Project and myFOSSIL. My personal and professional knowledge has been deepened
tremendously.  In exchange, I can return to the classroom- to share my excitement and passion for science to the next generation of paleontologists, citizen
scientists, and museum lovers (and their parents)!

 

Denise Porcello, Panelist on Accomplishments and
Outcomes: Harnessing Digital Platforms and In-

Person Events to Foster Community Relationships.
Image by Jennifer Broo The Sweatshirt Says It All…… Image

by Denise Porcello
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NAPC Embraces Amateur Paleontology Graduate Student Reflection of NAPC

Opportunities for New Collaborations with

Professional and Avocational Paleontologists at NAPC

by Sarah She�ield (@sarah-she�ield)

Conferences are always an excellent chance to catch up with old friends and colleagues, learn about novel research in the field, and make new connections to
take your research into exciting, new directions. NAPC was no exception, but because of support from the FOSSIL Project, I used the opportunity to
communicate with a broad range of collaborators not typically present at scientific meetings, especially those collaborators from the avocational community. I
presented in the Two to Tango session- my talk (which you can watch on my YouTube channel) was focused on the numerous avocational/professional
collaborations from which echinoderm paleobiology has benefitted. I was able to connect with more people, who knew something I didn’t know about their
local echinoderm fossils and I am positive that more scientific knowledge will come from these meetings. I was able to plan out papers to write in the near
future with coauthors, meet established faculty in paleobiology to give advice on research and teaching methods, and meet with a huge number of
undergraduate and graduate students, who will drive new research and teaching methods for decades to come.

 

My talk’s title slide at NAPC. Photo taken by Jen
Bauer.

My summary slide that detailed out the benefits of
collaborations such as these between professional

and avocational paleontologists. Photo by Jen
Bauer.

As a new assistant professor, starting in Fall 2019, I was especially grateful to have the opportunity to make these connections, as I will be looking for talented
students to work with me in the near future. I want to thank the FOSSIL Project, sincerely, for making sure that attending this meeting was a possibility to so
many of us who may not have been able to attend without this support. 

While at NAPC, I was able to catch up with my lab group from graduate school! Here is, from le� to right,
Jennifer Bauer (currently a postdoc at The University of Florida, but transitioning to collections manager at

The University of Michigan), Ryan Roney (curator at the Tellus Science Museum in Georgia), myself (assistant
professor at the University of South Florida), and Rene Shroat-Lewis (assistant professor at the University of

Arkansas at Little Rock).
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MacKenzie presenting in Two to Tango

on NARG! Photo by Sadie Mills.

Reflections on NAPC 2019: A New Perspective Attending the NAPC with the FOSSIL Project

What are conferences and why is NAPC di�erent?
by MacKenzie Smith (@mackenzie-smith)

Greetings readers!

Conferences are, at least in my opinion, one of the methods of communication in science that are not frequently

talked about or seen outside of academia. Since I’m one of those weirdos who likes to talk in front of groups of

people, I was initially excited by the idea of conferences as an undergraduate, but my opinion changed on them as I

moved on to graduate school. Conferences can take up a lot of time (and money) and sometimes are more draining

than anything especially if there aren’t a lot of talks you are wholly invested in. NAPC was di�erent though. Unlike

most conferences I’ve attended before which were focused on geology or botany, NAPC had sessions on all aspects of

paleontology. To me, this made it very worth while since the skills and knowledge base in one paleo field can be

transferred to another or put into the larger context of the history of life. Since the sessions all had di�erent themes I

wouldn’t say there was one or several take away points. Likewise, I don’t think I could point a finger on ways I directly

benefited other than increased awareness of other studies and the inspiration to keep working to keep up.

To keep up, I gave a talk of my own titled “Bridging the gap: Outreach and research contributions of the North

America Research Group (NARG).”In it, I discussed NARG’s history, it’s outreach and major fossil discoveries. I also

talked about the important role that fossil clubs play in inspiring and guiding people (generally, but not always youth)

into the academic realm.

If you would like more insight from the conference including photos you can follow this link to a YouTube video on the

conference: An inside look at a paleontology conference!

Signing o�,

MacKenzie
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Tom Bantel lectures for the Two to Tango session.

A local lizard (genus Sceloporus) on Box Spring

Mountain near Riverside.

Impactful discussions about increasing diversity, inclusion, and accessibility in

paleontology

Imaging and Digitization Workshop for Avocational Paleontologists

Encouraging progress and exciting research at NAPC
by Matthew Speights (@matthew-speights)

My experience at NAPC this June went far beyond what I would have expected. I went into the

conference most interested in talks on vertebrate paleontology and amateur-professional collaboration.

These did not disappoint, with some impressive talks on subjects such as Miocene shark extinction, the

influence of hunting and environmental change on mammoth reproductive patterns, a whole seminar on

dinosaur-bird evolution, and of course the FOSSIL Project seminar. It was truly encouraging to see the

progress FOSSIL has made over the years (via the data on the increasing numbers and types of users), as

well as to hear from fellow amateur paleontologists on the contributions we can make.

An aspect of the conference I was not anticipating, however, was the diversity of talks on

palaeoenvironmental reconstructions. Particularly fascinating were studies that used fossil and subfossil

material such as corals and shellfish to compare historical environments to modern ones, or used

aquarium experiments to predict the future e�ects of climate change and ocean acidification.

The field trip to the La Brea Tar Pits Museum likewise exceeded my expectations. I had envisioned a

typical museum, and instead got o� the bus to the pungent aroma of petroleum, passed a lake with

meter-sized bubbles of methane erupting, and saw the active excavation of fossils from sticky tar. The

wealth of fossil material there was astounding; during our tour of the collections, I passed one area with

column a�er column of bins stacked eight high, all with nothing but saber-toothed cat skulls.

Rows of Smilodon saber-toothed cat

skulls in the La Brea Tar Pits Museum

collections.

Current excavations at the La Brea Tar Pits. Mastodon in the La Brea Tar Pits Museum.

And if that were not enough, I joined others paleontologists to enjoy California’s extant animals, hiking

the chaparral-covered mountains, visiting UC Riverside’s botanical gardens, exploring Pacific tide pools,

and visiting the Los Angeles zoo.

It was a fantastic trip, and I le� encouraged about the state of amateur paleontology and with a greater

appreciation for life on our planet, both extinct and extant. I would like to thank the FOSSIL Project for

making all this financially possible, and look forward to what the future will bring for us.
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FOSSIL PROJECT UPDATES FOSSIL Project Updates, Fall 2019

Talking Fossils with Teachers at NAPC
by Michael Ziegler (@michael-ziegler)

NAPC 2019 at the University of California, Riverside campus was a tremendously productive conference in regards to presentations and networking. Supported

by the FOSSIL project, I helped facilitate an hour long workshop that focused on implementing a lesson plan created by iDigFOSSILS teacher Dr. Elizabeth Lewis

and myself. The taphonomy-based lesson plan utilized authentic paleontological research practices and 3D prints of Pleistocene megafauna to promote student

inquiry. Providing background content and experience with scientific tools, workshop participants were able to determine the potential culprit of mysterious

marks made on the fossils. All in all, the educational workshop successfully promoted the FOSSIL project and recruited some potential future outreach

collaborations.

Moreover, the ability to attend NAPC 2019 allowed me to meet colleagues in person which are normally scattered across the country. This was particularly

beneficial since Jeanette Pirlo (Florida Museum), Gabe Santos (Alf Museum), and myself are planning an educational & outreach workshop at the Society of

Vertebrate Paleontology 2019 meeting. Furthermore, analyzing the posters of other graduate students allowed my to better determine how I’d like to display my

M.S. Thesis data. Talking with the poster presentation authors provided insight into best practices and created collaborative lines of communication. Thank you

FOSSIL project for your assistance and making NAPC 2019 such a success!

 

Teachers examine 3D printed fossils at the NAPC teacher workshop.
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The FOSSIL Project consists of multiple
platforms with few community members

participating in all (as of 7/9/19).

This sociogram shows the network of community
members on Twitter who used specific hashtags to

talk about paleontology. The structure indicates
how information flowed: through members who

self-identified as scientists, education and
outreach, public, or  commercial.

Social Paleontology and FOSSIL’s Contribution to

Research on Learning

by Kent Crippen (@kcrippen), Lisa Lundgren (@llundgren) & Richard Bex (@richard-bex)

 

The FOSSIL Project was funded as a design-based research project, which implied a dual focus in our overall approach. Our first purpose was to use an evidence-
based design process to unify amateurs, professionals and natural history museums into a more cohesive national community of practice (CoP), composed of
online and face-to-face spaces. Our second purpose, which we pursued in parallel and with equal value and rigor, was to use this process, which we termed
social paleontology, as a vehicle for building our understanding of interest-based learning and collaborative scientific practice. Building a community has
proven to be a deeply member-centered process that required a service mindset on behalf of the leadership team, a commitment to continuously seeking
quality information and the use of iterative cycles of planning, and enacting and evaluating e�orts in relation to long-term goals for the community. To this end,
we have fostered events and built tools to support social paleontology while studying the naturalistic communication among community members. The results
of our learning research can be described in relation to these two purposes.

 

A 21st century CoP is built by participants joining from a variety of entry points and platforms (i.e. niches in a
communication ecosystem), including the web, social media, and an e-newsletter as well as face-to-face events.
Very few community members participate via multiple platforms. Di�erent strategies attract and resonate with
di�erent demographics in ways that are related to the nature of each platform. Trying to drive tra�ic from one
niche to another is largely ine�ective. In terms of generating broad appealing general interest, webinars were
also ine�ective and costly to produce. We have learned that CoPs are best developed when adopting a diverse
set of entry and participation platforms, each with a di�erent segment of the community, but all of which have
value for the network. To be successful, FOSSIL had to be a content provider that made the full range of
scientific practice explicit and accessible through targeted events and strategies. In the beginning we planned
for our website, listserv, and e-newsletter as key organizing elements. As we added social media the demand
among community participants changed dramatically. The growth of social media, including Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and YouTube eclipsed all of our originally envisioned means of communication. With the close of the
project our community stands at more than 10,000 participants, the majority of whom interact via social media.

 

 

Our research has shown that community members are
diverse in terms of age, gender, geographic location and

interest. However, beyond simple demographics, describing the diversity in more nuanced and
potentially meaningful ways and using this to understand personal development has proven arduous.
Simple dichotomous distinctions like amateur and professional are attractive descriptors, but have
limited utility for building or researching a CoP. Descriptions of self-identity, such as Twitter biographies
and myFOSSIL user profiles, have shown promise as a vehicle for understanding the motivations of
people and recognizing their activities as forms of scientific practice. Using the Paleontological Identity
Taxonomy, we have shown that community members encompass four categories (public, education and
outreach, scientists, and commercial entities), which can be further subdivided into 26 distinct types.
The public category is largely interested in collecting and identifying fossils, but this group also includes
those who are engaged with such diverse activities as using paleontology as a vehicle for art. Given the
opportunity, members of the public enthusiastically take part in what can be viewed as professional
development activities, which then can serve as a vehicle for expanding and deepening connections
among community members. Members who focus on education and outreach, like museums or science
centers, serve the role of connecting other members. On Twitter, scientists, which ranged from
archaeologists to ecologists and included paleontologists, were e�ective at disseminating and
communicating science, but their influence was similar to members of the public. Commercial members
were a relatively silent minority within the community and had little influence over paleontological
practice, which was an interesting finding given the angst o�en expressed for the buying and selling of
fossils.

 

Digital forms of scientific practice existed in many forms and were harnessed in productive ways, as we found from researching the myFOSSIL website. Within
the website, di�erent features, including forums, an activity feed (similar to a Facebook wall), and private messaging all encouraged di�erent forms of
paleontological practice. For example, within forums, members provided non-scientific, community-based support, told personal accounts of paleontology, and
produced solutions to domain-specific problems. We also discovered that members who were classified within di�erent categories used the website in distinct
ways, with members of the public seeking to supply digital records of their real world paleontological experiences, scientists wanting to solve paleontological
problems, and education and outreach entities disseminating outreach activities while requesting social- and research-specific support. These findings show
the varied ways that members from across the continuum of expertise added to the science of paleontology. 

 

It has been a distinct honor and pleasure to serve this community through our participation as members and educational researchers. We o�er our gratitude
and sincere thanks for those that consented to participate in our research, who provided responses to our surveys and who provided opportunities for
feedback. Full details on our research questions, methodologies, tools and findings can be found on the publication page on myFOSSIL. We will continue to be
available for any additional comments, feedback and ideas for interesting future collaborations. 

 

Thank you myFOSSIL community!

Kent, Lisa and Richard
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myFOSSIL eMuseum and Curation Team

By Jennifer Bauer (@jbauer)

Research Museum Collections Manager, University of Michigan Museum of Paleontology and former FOSSIL Postdoctoral Associate

 

The myFOSSIL eMuseum has undergone some remodeling over the last year. The back end structure now corresponds to museum data standards. This means
that the myFOSSIL eMuseum uses similar underlying data language to other large museum databases like the Smithsonian National Museum of Natural History!

Now, a�er you upload fossil specimens through the database, a team of volunteer curators examines your data. The curation team will research your fossil
specimen and based o� the images you provide and the information entered determine if the information can be verified. Specimens with high quality images
and associated data will also be sent to iDigBio, so we can share your amazing fossils with the scientific community. iDigBio has a portal where people can
search all museum collections that have digital records of their specimens. The curation team may comment to help clarify missing aspects or help you improve
your data collection skills. This is something everyone has to work at! If you are interested in learning more about how to curate high quality data check out our
YouTube series by clicking here.

The curation team is currently composed of Samantha Ocon as lead curator, Bill Heim, Gloria Carr, and Matthew and Christa Speights. The goal of creating a
team is so that each person brings their own skills and expertise to the project. Bill Heim is a shark expert, Gloria Carr has expertise in vertebrate fossils of the
Pacific Northwest, and the Speights are exerts in marine invertebrate fossils. Learn more about the mission, vision, and team by clicking here!

Other new updates to the myFOSSIL eMuseum include the ability for you to export your collection as a spreadsheet! Head to your profile, click on specimens,
and look for the download CSV button. Additionally, you are able to print out specimen labels for your specimens through your specimen page! The
development team is now working to implement a filtering system as the primary display for the eMuseum, so check back in to explore the community
uploaded specimens by time period or taxonomy!

New layout of your personal specimens page where you can easily download a csv or specimen labels!
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The FOSSIL Project: Personal Re�ections,

Recognition, and Thanks

by Bruce J. MacFadden (@bmacfadden)

The FOSSIL Project o�icially began in 2013 with the submission of a proposal to the National Science Foundation (NSF). Back then we did not fully understand
where it would lead over the next six years and all of the positive outcomes that have happened during this interval. Our original intent was to develop an online
learning network, or what is called a “community of practice” (CoP), that would link fossil clubs, other interested individuals, and professional paleontologists
throughout the U.S. We had no idea how successful this was going to be, and how it would e�ectively address some of the challenges of building this kind of
network.

In February of 2014, a�er receiving funding from the NSF, we invited representatives of fossil clubs to join us at the 10  North American Paleontological
Convention (NAPC) in Gainesville, FL (Fig. 1). For many members of fossil clubs, this was their first professional scientific meeting. For some (but not all)
professionals, this was one of the few times that they attended a meeting with so many amateur participants. Since that time, many of our fossil club members
and other amateurs have not just attended other professional meetings, but also have delivered either posters or talks from the podium. The FOSSIL Project has
encouraged this practice, and in so doing, made these meetings hopefully more inclusive.

Figure 1. NAPC 10 in Gainesville, FL

Project-supported field trips have been important to, and an essential element of the FOSSIL community. In partnership with local fossil clubs and related
organizations (including the Calvert Marine Museum Fossil Club, Dry Dredgers, Dallas Paleontological Society, and Special Friends of the Aurora Fossil Museum),
we sponsored numerous field trips during the project. These have been special opportunities for us to share knowledge, socialize, and do what we all like to do
—get in the field and collect fossils.

In addition to face-to-face meetings and field trips, it was clear from the beginning that the FOSSIL website would be the glue that held the project together.
University of Florida science education professor (and Co-principal Investigator) Kent Crippen, however, had a greater vision—he saw “myFOSSIL” as a portal to
understanding how people learn in online CoPs. The National Science Foundation is interested in the generation of new knowledge about how people learn in
these connected communities, and how such knowledge “advances the field” of Informal STEM (Science) Learning. Accordingly, the myFOSSIL website and
related concepts (e.g., social media) were developed to help our team study learning within the context of “social paleontology.” Following a formalized
research protocol (approved by UF), new participants on the website could consent to participate in this study, and provide important data on who makes up
the myFOSSIL community. These data have been, and will continue to be, vital to learning research outcomes of the FOSSIL project.

In addition to conducting research, NSF also expected us to disseminate our learning research findings to our colleagues and other stakeholders. This was done
through more than 45 presentations (including talks, panel discussions, and via posters) at conferences and fossil club meetings. The presenters included not
just the project team, but also members of our CoP. Our team has also published, or has in press, almost 10 refereed papers in professional scientific journals;
more are in the works. The FOSSIL project also was an example of “Broader Impacts” in my recent book with the same title published by Cambridge University
Press. Our number of active participants on the website is approaching 2,000 and grows every day. It is gratifying to see new members connecting from clubs,
individually, and internationally as well. The big story, however, is the impact of social media in building this community, as is discussed below.

Our NSF project has been chronicled by more than two dozen newsletters, the last of which is being sent to you now with this article. These newsletters serve as
evidence of the activities of FOSSIL and our stakeholders, and provide lots of relevant content. More so than anyone, Dr. Shari Ellis has been the person in charge
of making the newsletter viable. She has, however, also benefitted greatly from the contributions of stakeholders and the FOSSIL support team. All of the
newsletters are archived on the myFOSSIL website and constitute a historical archive of this project.

I never envisioned the extent to which social media would have an impact on building the myFOSSIL community. To say that I am social media-challenged is an
understatement. It has formed a cornerstone of the project, not only as the core research done by Lisa Lundgren for her PhD, but also for all of the other users
who understand its value as a communication and engagement tool far better than I do. Of our approximately 10,000 members of our myFOSSIL CoP, more than
three quarters of them reach us through social media, which primarily has been through Facebook and Twitter. However, two years ago we decided to
experiment with Instagram because other studies had indicated that this platform tends to engage a younger audience, one that we still wanted to attract. The
rate of growth in the myFOSSIL Instagram account has been nothing less than amazing (Fig. 2); in this time it has eclipsed our Twitter and Facebook followers
and continues to attract active engagement. Research on the FOSSIL community using “network analysis” continues with Dr. Crippen and his students.

th



Figure 2. myFOSSIL Community Growth

 

In 2017 we submitted a request for supplemental funds to develop a myFOSSIL mobile app (Fig. 3) to promote public engagement in science though active
uploading of fossils discoveries, including photos and associated locality data. In so doing, participants collect the same data as do scientists, thereby learning
the nature (process) of science. The app links directly to the myFOSSIL eMuseum (mFeM) on our website (Fig. 4), which includes an online catalog of fossil
discoveries made by our community. These observations are curated by a team of volunteer curators. Specimens that include enough descriptive data to be
deemed scientifically valuable are considered “research grade,” and are being readied for aggregation by “big data” providers such as iDigBio and GBIF. With this
innovation, our paleontological community is contributing to big data, which is a field of science that is currently expanding rapidly and is the wave of the
future. NSF had hoped (and expected) that we would find a way to use the FOSSIL Project as a platform for learning about big data contributions to science, and
through the myFOSSIL app and eMuseum (mFeM), this is becoming a reality. We are also pleased that the app and website are sustainable components of the
FOSSIL Project that will be supported until at least 2022.

Figure 3. The myFOSSIL
Mobile App

Figure 4. The myFOSSIL eMuseum

As with any large project, there are many lessons learned. There were some things that did not work quite so well, or that became of lower priority; three of
these are described here: (1) With regard to the latter, early on we developed a “listserv” to communicate to our members. With the advent of social media,
however, the listserv became obsolete and we no longer use it. (2) In another lesson learned, we invested lots of e�ort in developing a series of evening
webinars to provide additional content for the members. These were of limited success, attendance dwindled, and were further thwarted by the video
technology that o�entimes caused technical problems at the beginning of the webinars. (3) We initially tried to drive membership from social media to
participation on the website; this turned out to be unrealistic and we have since understood that the CoP is composed of members connecting with us in
di�erent ways. In addition, we heard repeatedly that many fossil clubs were not bringing in the younger generation into the club activities, and they are
concerned about the future as a result of this kind of engagement. Based on our demographic data, we are seeing a larger engagement from younger
participants through the myFOSSIL app and the explosive growth of Instagram (Fig. 2 above).

When all is said and done, and the data and metrics are collected and analyzed, it all comes down to the hard work of people who are committed to a common
goal of learning about, and contributing to, paleontology through their love of fossils. But this does not just happen. There are so many people to thank. First
and foremost, without the interest and support of the amateur community, the FOSSIL Project would have faltered. The amateur community quickly grasped its
significance and responded accordingly. Back in the o�ice, three project managers were the glue that held the project together; first Kassie Hendy, then Eleanor
Gardner, and now Sadie Mills. The project principal investigators have included myself, Kent Crippen, Austin Hendy, Betty Dunckel, and Shari Ellis, all of whom
selflessly shared their passion and dedication to making the project a success. Several postdoctoral fellows, most notably Ronnie Leder and Jen Bauer, provided
leadership and their knowledge. Likewise, many graduate students and undergraduate research assistants have contributed to the overall success of the
project.

Thousands of others have ensured the success of the FOSSIL Project through their active participation in the CoP network. At the risk of excluding someone,
several of our amateur colleagues have gone the extra yard. Linda McCall has been active in many ways. As our amateur liaison to the project team she sat
through many hours of monthly meetings. Jack Kallmeyer of the Dry Dredgers Fossil Club in Cincinnati mobilized his club, promoted involvement, and has
organized a mini-field conference (2016, Fig. 5) and sessions at professional meetings (like recently at the NAPC in Riverside, California). Lee Cone, in his capacity
as President of the Special Friends of the Aurora Fossil Museum, mobilized engagement among his group to develop a citizen (community) science partnership
with us and the Smithsonian Institution to search for rare early Miocene land mammals from the Belgrade Quarry in eastern North Carolina. I am very excited to
see this latter project come to fruition as a jointly co-authored paper published in a peer-reviewed journal.
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Figure 5. Field trip in Cincinnati

I also would like to recognize Gabe Santos of the Raymond Alf Museum (Webb School) in Claremont, California. He has used our myFOSSIL platform to engage
his students and has promoted this to others; he recently had teachers from Mongolia uploading fossils using the app. I believe that all of these people and
others have been advocates for the FOSSIL Project. They also have fundamentally helped to break down some of the perceived amateur—professional barriers
that presented a challenge to us at the beginning of the project. To me, it mostly comes down to trust, good people, and working together for the common goal
of advancing the science of paleontology and the love of fossil collecting. This is the road to success. To these folks and others who have contributed, we could
not have done it without you.

The funding from NSF o�icially came to an end on 30 September 2019. Just as we launched the FOSSIL Project at NAPC 10 at the University of Florida in
Gainesville in 2014, we recently closed the project’s organized professional activities at NAPC 11 at the University of California in Riverside, California in June of
2019 (Fig. 6). Many of the participants who were with us in 2014 also celebrated the FOSSIL Project at NAPC 11.

Figure 6. The FOSSIL Community at NAPC 2019.

For years we have worked on a plan to sustain certain elements of the FOSSIL Project so that NSF’s investment and our hard work would be preserved into the
future. The app will remain active, as will portions of our website. We will encourage the use of these components of the FOSSIL Project as we move forward. I
also would like to acknowledge our four-year partnership with Atmosphere Apps of Gainesville, Florida–in particular Max Jones, project developer, and Eric
Poirier, CEO. I have learned through them that web and app development is fundamentally a process of continuous iterative improvement. They have shared
our passion and vision, and for this we are grateful. Using other sources of revenue, we plan to continue the maintenance and functionality of the app and
certain components of the website—in particular the Groups, Members, eMuseum, and Resources, for a period of three years (until 2022). Our Facebook, Twitter,
and Instagram social media presences will also continue at a level that will be dependent more upon your contributions. We hope, therefore, that you will feel
empowered to continue contributing to the FOSSIL Project, and in so doing, sustain this robust community and network into the future.
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